Technology is changing how retail and downstream petroleum business is done. Convenience
and foodservice retailers can rely on smarter ordering, preparation, and operations provided
by QwickServe, the foodservice automation solution by Petrosoft.

CONSUMER BENEFITS:
Improvements in workflows can change the consumer’s experience with easier ordering, consistent order
preparation, and ingredient availability.

OPERATOR BENEFITS:
Improvements in workflows change not only a customer’s perception of a store or restaurant, but also the
operator’s profitability. Greater control over ingredient costs, margins, and labor costs, all help to ensure a
profitable bottom line. Remote access to these tools also provides the freedom to take care of your store or
restaurant, no matter where your business takes you.
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Greater productivity, higher customer satisfaction, and better margins, it’s all possible with QwickServe.
This foodservice automation and back-office solution includes self-service kiosks with a made-to-order
app. It also includes kitchen display units for consistent order preparation, transaction and label printers,
a foodservice back-office app, and integration with point-of-sale (POS) solutions.

KEY BENEFITS:
● Boost sales with upsells (easy add-ons), promotions and
meal deals
● Increase off-premise sales with mobile ordering

● Provide faster service with greater accuracy and
consistency through automated workflows
● Share nutritional information with customers

● Increase profits with the ability to track food costs at the
ingredient-level
● Enhance labor efficiency by automating repetitive and
error-prone tasks
● Easily manage transactions with an integration with the
SmartPOS and other POS systems
● Increase brand loyalty and recognition by providing a
completely branded experience.
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